
 

designed to be better.™

FOR WIDE OPEN SPACES.WIDE OPEN CAPABILITY

EVOLUTION™ SERIES 10"
Wiremold® Poke-Thru Devices



 Introducing the 
EVOLUTION SERIES 
10" Poke-Thru Devices from Legrand
Proof that bigger and better go hand in hand: Evolution Series 10" Poke-Thru 

Devices offer more capacity, flexibility, and versatility than any other poke-thru 

device on the market. In offices, hospitals, government buildings, schools, 

and universities — in all of the spaces where we live and work — clients are 

demanding more: more communications, more A/V, and more power. Evolution 

Series 10" Poke-Thru Devices are ready to meet that increased demand.

legrand.us/evolution



LARGER CAPACITY SMARTER DESIGN
Our innovative design makes 
cover operation easier 
and more intuitive. The 
symmetrical design has a 
stronger, more durable hinge 
and features a built-in handle. 
The cover assembly opens 
180° for greater accessibility 
and less risk of tripping than 
traditional flip-top covers. 

Constructed of intumescent 
material, these devices are UL 
listed and fire classified for up 
to two hours in the U.S. and 
Canada. Their sturdy die-cast 
aluminum covers make them 
ideal for high-traffic open spaces.

GREATER TRUST
First ever poke-thru to offer 
8-gangs of connectivity. 
There is ample capacity 
to accommodate power, 
communications, and A/V 
devices from almost any 
manufacturer. You can 
accommodate more of your 
critical connections in a 
single device and won’t need 
multiple devices to carry 
multiple services.

So big, no external junction 
boxes are needed. This 
industry first makes our 
devices shorter than the 
traditional device-and-junction 
box combination. This provides 
a cleaner look for open space 
designs, speedy installation, 
and simpler changes down the 
road. All of this makes them 
the perfect fit for retrofits or 
new installs.

MORE VERSATILITY

RECESSED CONNECTIONS 
Devices are recessed 4 1/2" [114mm] 
below floor level for maximum protection 
and the ability to handle 30A devices.

SLIDING DOORS 
Auto-close egress doors lock 
into position when slid open and 
automatically wrap around cables when 
the cover is closed.

AIR HANDLING 
Suitable for use in air handling 
plenum, in accordance with NEC 
Section 300-22(C).

2-HOUR FIRE RATING

DURABLE HINGE 
All-metal, die-cast aluminum cover 
assembly features a built-in handle and 
sliding doors — increasing durability and 
reducing tripping hazards.

INTERNAL WIRING CAPACITY 
First poke-thru on the market to be listed 
and classified to allow wiring connections 
directly inside the unit — eliminating 
junction boxes and making future 
changes easy. 

ADA COMPLIANT 
The wide trim flange is designed 
to meet ADA Standard 4.5.

NO JUNCTION BOX NEEDEDINCREASED CAPACITY

INNOVATIVE COVER ASSEMBLY

FINISHES:

satin chrome

aluminum

nickel

satin brass

brass

bronze

gray

black



Electrical Wiring Systems

60 Woodlawn Street
West Hartford, CT 06110 
1.877.BY.LEGRAND (295.3472)
www.legrand.us

570 Applewood Crescent
Vaughan, Ontario L4K 4B4
905.738.9195 
www.legrand.ca

FOLLOW US
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